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1.  Ronald Hardy 
2. Beryl Hardy 

 
 

Shirley Anderson 
17, Christ Church Road, 
Crouch Hill, 
London, N.8 
 
Dear Mr Hardy, 
  You have voiced a question that has been in my ears ever since I first 

did “readings”..  why not put faults?  So I must explain to you that Graphology is a 
constructive Science and that destructive criticism cannot be helpful.  You.. yourself. 
your character, is a combination of characteristics which ought to dove-tail into one 
another and corroborate each other. 

 
As an example, take your own writing, which is progressive, executive, forceful, 

with plenty of vitality.  This type of mind is speedy, thinks fast, acts upon thought.  It 
therefore follows that, unless you have a qualifying trait of some kind, you must of 
necessity be impatient with slow people, quick to resent any slight or injury, irritable 
with any set-back.  That would be the result of.. much ink, forward slant, an obviously 
sophisticated outlook and so on.  BUT you have also two treats that qualify the 
foregoing.  In your “tailed letters” you show benevolence which makes you very kind 
in a wide circle.  And in the skied i-dots which are above the average, you show 
idealism.  These have to be taken into consideration. 

 
Reading a handwriting is not a straightaway declaration of predominating traits, 

although I begin with them.  There are all sorts of qualifying marks and signs.  Now, 
your slope shows some optimism and ambition, but look where your punctuation lies. 
In most cases below the base of the letter immediately preceding it.  Thus indicating 
great sensitiveness, which fits in with your passionate emotions. 

 
Forgive me if I bore you. 
 
As you are unusually intelligent, you will see my implication and the why I do 

not criticise unduly.  In the three enclosed writings, I will read them truly, and when 
you come to Beryl, look at the lack of punctuation.  This means that the writer has 
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not a tidy mind as a rule.  In some things, yes, but mainly, no.  but if you read the 
rest of the character, you will see that that fits in. 

 
You ask me why I have “Fiction and Films” on my cover-sheet.  What I am 

wondering is why I sent you one.  They are meant for facing MSS (manuscripts) sent 
to editors.  But I will explain that the reason they are there, the words I mean, is that I 
have written fiction and made films.  The latter on my own subject of Graphology.  
(Gaumont-British, Ace Films, Pathetone.) 

 
And if your friends think that my picture fits you, you may be sure that you are a 

very sincere person with little camouflage.  As a rule only the actual writer knows if a 
reading is accurate.  We are such creatures of convention and civilisation, taught to 
hide our real motives. 

 
Yours sincerely, 
Shirley Anderson. 
 
H R Hardy Esq 
Character from Handwriting  July 1948   by Shirley Anderson 
 
This inky, forward-slanting, slightly up-sloped writing, tells of a sophisticated 

mind, a progressive outlook, much vitality, and a fair amount of ambition. 
This last, however, is not so great as it has been in former years, and this due.. 

see the formation of the word “handwriting” denoting worry over matters which you 
cannot control.. to outside affairs. 

A passionate, intense emotional side, makes for great sensitiveness and some 
fear of ridicule. This is a kind of apprehension of people, which is not apparent, but 
sub-conscious. 

In temperament variable which gives versatility, and the ability to do many 
things well, to think rapidly, at accept new ideas, and to grasp situations.  Marvellous 
in any emergency. 

There is a great determination, a strong and forceful will-power, the ability to 
manage to control others.. direct would be a good word. 

An idealist.. see skied i-dots.. yet with reserves.  But all the same, this idealist 
clothes friends with virtues which they do not possess, and it does sometimes lead to 
disappointments.  

Quick and alert in thought; swift to resent an injury; eloquent in denouncing a 
sinner. 

Conventional at heart, but very tolerant and open-minded.  Romantic, too, but 
not obviously so. 

The signature is very illuminative.  It shows a love of beauty in colours, 
contours, and blending of shades; a love of rhythm’ warmth of heart; power of 
expression in writing; loquacity amongst friends; a belief in your own ability to 
succeed; firmness of ideas; a benevolent streak which makes you want to help 
people, and a good amount of deductive ability in the joined flourish. 

A clever brain, impatient, active and far-seeing.  Has no use for stupid people. 
With some people there is a quaintly unassuming response although at the 

same time you are aware of your own particular achievements. 
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Inclined to worry over small things more than over large issues, but there are 
signs that circumstances are weighing heavily on your heart.. some of your words 
are quite flattened. 

 
 
 

Guy.  A picture from handwriting by Shirley Anderson 
 
This is strong and passionate writing, showing a great amount of vital force, a 

strong belief in his own opinions and judgements, and an ability to stand up for them 
to the last inch. 

This writer resents control or advice; hates interference with his plans once he 
has made them; is clever, competent and determined. 

He loves beauty, and all his world is coloured.  Music is a necessity.  He has 
much power of expression in speech and in writing, and has a fine sense of 
proportion and perspective. 

Self-reliant, with a great amount of will-power.  He is eminently practical; is 
interested in flying as such; likes people and hates to waste time. 

Excitable in reactions, and his depth of affection is great.  He can be extremely 
stubborn, and if he thinks his ideas are right nothing in the world can move him.  He 
can only be managed by tact and sympathy; coercion only makes him more sure of 
his own views. 

At heart he is a little shy but would scorn to admit it. Loves children and small 
animals, is terribly kind and would lend a helping hand to anyone. 

No-one would know what he is thinking; he lives inside himself, and is never 
obvious. 

He is at his best as a leader; is too easily hurt in his feelings and would never 
show it. 

In temperament variable and always strong.  Able to do many things well.  But 
is not adaptable to environment or circumstances. 

Most dependable, a sincere and helpful friend.  But should not be imposed and 
never taken for granted. 

Slightly cynical in his heart. People have hurt much.  Look at his signature, or 
rather, at the flourish.  This says, that he believes in himself, knows his own ability, 
and does not care if others realise it or not. 

The freedom of action shown in the formation of the final “y” in his name is 
typical.  The sharply angled style here shows the excitable reaction towards personal 
matters. 

I like this script, it is capable and strong. 
 
 
 

Beryl.  A picture from handwriting. 

 
This is gentle writing, lively, vivid and shows modern ideas and a romantic 

mind.  Not that you would acknowledge this.  In outlook and behaviour right up to the 
minute. 
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Warmly affectionate, imaginative, idealistic, and not too practical where money 
is concerned, yet with a native wit that hates to be cheated.  You will give away 
plenty, with a wide and generous head, but you do dislike to be “taken in”. 

Your very best trait lies in your will-power, which is surprisingly tenacious, 
determined to get your own way, and at times autocratic, but not always so. 

Talkative and brightly gregarious, equable in temperament, but loving your own 
way. 

Your perspective on life is inaccurate, and careless, and this makes you very 
easy to fit in with the moods and ideas of other people.  You are popular and friendly. 

Now and again you get really original ideas, but they seem to fly away from you 
before you can quite put them into practice. 

Where you love, you are jealous, but you are not jealous in the ordinary sense 
of the word, and not envious. 

Your sense of time is peculiar and you find it a great effort to keep 
appointments punctually.  But you can do it. 

The flourish under your name denotes a liking for appreciation, and the little 
hook.. constancy in love and affection. 
 


